Response to referees’ comments
We thank the two anonymous referees for their constructive comments. Since both referees
had similar concerns about the lack of lateral drag in the model, we reply to both reviews
below. The referees’ comments are printed in blue and our response is in black.
Anonymous referee #1:
This is an appealing manuscript. However, I see a very serious flaw in their hypotheses
preventing to my opinion acceptance of the proposed manuscript and an in depth re- view.
In section 2.2, authors compare lateral drag, longitudinal drag and driving stress to conclude
that lateral drag is negligible -not a surprise for this part of Thwaites ice shelf- and is
therefore neglected in their model (“we conclude that neglecting the lateral drag in our 2D
model is not a major limitation”). To my understanding of the manuscript, this means that
there is no parameterization of buttressing in their 2D flow-line modeling attempt. This is
indeed a drastic limitation to any investigation of ice shelf perturbations and related impact
on grounded ice flow! This is clearly stressed in Schoof (2007) section 4.2:“We now turn
to the main limitation of our model, namely that it describes only a two-dimensional ice
sheet. This restriction allows us to decouple the evolution of the shelf from the problem
of grounded ice flow. . . Moreover, changes to a two-dimensional ice shelf, for instance
through basal melting, DO NOT AFFECT THE GROUNDED ICE SHEET”. This was also
verified numerically using a full-Stokes model in Gagliardini et al. 2010. Therefore, the
design of their entire set of experiments is inconsistent with well-grounded knowledge. So,
this would require first demonstrating that previous works have been incorrectly established
before embarking in any further discussion on the impact of ice shelf perturbations on
grounded ice.
Anonymous referee #2:
This is an interesting and potentially useful study since both processes are very important
and should be included in models predicting future changes in Antarctic glaciers. However,
lateral drag is neglected in the 2D model and the paper states that this is not a major
limitation (see section 2.2, page 3). But without lateral drag it appears that the e↵ects of
buttressing are not parameterised and so any changes in ice shelf due to melting or crevassing would not be propagated upstream and hence not a↵ect the grounding line position. This
is at odds with many previously published studies such as Schoof (2007); Gagliardini et al.
(2010), who also used a Full Stokes model (e.g. “studying the e↵ect of melting in a plane
strain problem with no lateral resistance may lead to unrealistic results”), as also described
by RC1. The results in section 4 clearly show this is not the case, at least for the FS model:
significant grounding line retreat is seen as basal melt conditions are varied (see figure 8b),
so the ice shelf *does* have an e↵ect on the grounded ice. Since it is not clear either to me
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or the other reviewer how this is possible for the model described, could the authors please
provide clarification on this point before we proceed, since it is of fundamental importance
to assessing the manuscript?
Both reviewers are absolutely right. With no lateral drag, changes in ice shelf thickness
should not a↵ect the position of the grounding line, because the ice shelf is not buttressing
grounded ice. In our model, we applied basal melting over the entire ice shelf, and to
the first grounded element to simulate a “grounding zone”. Changes in the melt rates in
this grounding zone is responsible for the sensitivity of the model to melt rates that was
described in the first version of our manuscript. To avoid any confusion, we decided to
break this manuscript into two papers. The current manuscript will focus only on the
propagation of crevasses. Another manuscript focusing on grounding line migration in
response to enhanced basal melting within the grounding zone will be submitted later.
To address the referees’ comments, we first further validated our implementation of grounding line dynamics in ISSM. We performed the MISMIP hysteresis experiment (Exp 3) to
compare our model results with other models (Pattyn et al., 2012). The results is shown
in Fig. 5 in the manuscript. The steady state grounding line position obtained with by
our model is in good agreement with the FS solution obtained by Elmer/Ice (Pattyn et al.,
2012; Durand et al., 2009). The results are also consistent with the analytical solution of
Schoof (2007). We attribute the small di↵erence to di↵erences in mesh resolution (Durand
et al., 2009; Pattyn et al., 2012). We also tried to reproduce the results of Gagliardini
et al. (2010) to test the implementation of the parameterization of the lateral drag with
the geometry of MISMIP Exp 1 and the basal melt rate parameterization as Exp 2-c in
Gagliardini et al. (2010). The results are shown in Fig. 1 below. Without lateral drag,
the grounding line does not retreat when basal melting is applied only on floating ice, as
expected. When lateral drag is introduced, the grounding line retreats more than 30 km,
which is consistent with the result in Gagliardini et al. (2010) (Fig. 1).
We made the following specific changes to the manuscript:
• we added parameterization of lateral drag following Gagliardini et al. (2010)
• we removed basal melting under grounded elements
• we removed the sections that were related to the basal melting experiments
• we added a figure showing the results of MISMIP Exp 3 (Fig. 5), in order to validate
our implementation of grounding line dynamics
• we updated the figures with the implementation of lateral drag (Fig. 6-8)
• we added a simple description of the lateral drag parameterization (Page 4, line 9-13)
and the MISMIP experiment (Page 6, line 14-20).
2

• we also modified the discussion to better describe our results.
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Figure 1: Steady state profiles for the lateral drag validation experiments. Result for the
initial MISMIP Exp 1 with no lateral drag and no basal melt is shown in blue. Result with
lateral drag and no basal melt is in orange. Result with lateral drag and basal melt rate
applied following Exp 2-c (Gagliardini et al., 2010) is in yellow.
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Abstract. Thwaites Glacier (TG), West Antarctica, has been losing mass and retreating rapidly in the past three :::
few:decades.
Here,: we present a study
of its calving dynamics combining a two-dimensional , Full-Stokes flowband
Full Stokes (FS)
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::
modeling study of the grounding line dynamics and iceberg calving of TG. First, we compare FS with two simplified models,
model
of its viscous flow with linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory to model crevasse propagation and ice fracturing.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

We
compare the results with those obtained with the higher-order (HO) model and the shallow-shelf approximation (SSA)
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
model, to determine the impact of changes in ice shelf basal melt rate on grounding line dynamics. Second, we combine
FS with the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) theory to simulate crevasse propagation and iceberg calving. In the
first experiment, we ::::::
models:::::::
coupled::::
with:::::::
LEFM.:::
We: find that FSrequires basal melt rate consistent with remote sensing
observations to reach steady state at TG’s current geometry while HO and SSA require unrealistically high basal melt rate. The
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grounding line of FS is also more sensitive to changes in basal melt rate than HO and SSA. In the second experiment, we find
that only FS can produce /LEFM
produces surface and bottom crevasses that match radar sounding observations of crevasse
::::::::::::::
width and height:::
the :::::::::
distribution::
of::::::::
crevasse depth
and width observed from NASA’s Operation IceBridge radar depth sounders,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
whereas
HO/LEFM and SSA/LEFM do not generate crevasses that match observations. We attribute the difference to the non:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
hydrostatic conditions ::::::::
condition of ice near the grounding line, which facilitate crevasse formationand are not accounted for in
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HO and SSA . Additional experiments using FS indicate that iceberg calving is significantly enhanced when surface crevasses
exist near the grounding line, when facilitates
crevasse formation, and is accounted for by the FS model but not by the HO
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
or
SSA model. We also find that calving is enhanced when pre-existing surface crevasses are presenced, when the ice shelf is
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
shortened , or when the ice shelf front is undercut. :::
The::::
role::
of:::::::::::
undercutting :::::::
depends:::
on :::
the ::::
time ::::
scale:::
of ::::::
calving::::::
events.::
It ::
is
more prominent for glaciers with rapid calving rates than glaciers with slow calving rates. Glaciers extending into a shorter ice

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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shelf
are more vulnerable to calving than glaciers developing a long ice shelf, especially as the ice front retreats close to the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
grounding
line region, which leads to a positive feedback. We conclude that FS the
FS/LEFM combination yields substantial
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::
improvements in capturing
the stress field near the description of ice flow dynamics at the grounding line under high basal melt
::::::::::::::::::::::::
rate and in for
constraining crevasse formation and iceberg calving.
:::

1

1

Introduction

Thwaites Glacier (TG) is the second largest and broadest ice stream in the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) sector of West
Antarctica (Fig. 1). Recent observations have found reported
significant thinning and retreat of this glacier (Rignot, 2001;
:::::::
Shepherd et al., 2002; Pritchard et al., 2009; Rignot et al., 2014). Its mass balance :::
The:::::
mass ::::::
balance:::
of :::::::
Thwaites:was -34±16
5

Gt/yr in 2007 and this
value has been decreasing until present ::
to:::::
reach:::
-50:::::
Gt/yr:::
in ::::
2013: (Rignot, 2008; Shepherd et al.,
::::::::
2012; Mouginot et al., 2014). In addition, its grounding line has retreated up to ::
Its:::::::::
grounding::::
line::::::::
retreated:14 km from
1992 to 2011 (Rignot et al., 2014). The bed elevation of the vast majority of the drainage basin of TG ::
its::::::::
drainage :::::
basin is
well below sea level and decreases further inland (Tinto and Bell, 2011; Rignot et al., 2014). Such a bed configuration is
potentially :::::
makes:::
the::::::
glacier:unstable according to the marine ice sheet instability ::::::
(MISI) theory (Weertman, 1974; Hughes,
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1981; Schoof, 2007). Even with the buttressing of its ice shelf With
only a small ice shelf able to buttress it, TG may still
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
undergo a rapid collapse , some of which may already started (Parizek et al., 2013; Joughin et al., 2014)::::::
already:::
be ::
in :a:::::
state
of
collapse (Parizek et al., 2013; Joughin et al., 2014). As the glacier retreats farther inland and loses its floating section, its
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
rate
of iceberg calving will rise, which will increase the glacier’s contribution to sea level rise (Deconto and Pollard, 2016).
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
It is therefore essential to better understand its dynamics and potential impact on global sea level. and
simulate the calving
::::::::::::::::::::

15

dynamics
of TG.
::::::::::::::

The rapid retreat and mass loss of TGhave been attributed to high basal melting and iceberg calving (Depoorter et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 20
The strengthening and poleward shift of the westerly winds may have brought more warm Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW)
toward the ASE than in the past (Spence et al., 2014), which increased basal melting and caused the ice shelf to thin and the
grounding line to retreat (Joughin et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2013). Large calving events have been observed near the grounding
20

line by satellites and densely distributed ::
on:::
the:::::::
floating ::::::
section ::
of:::
TG::::
(Fig.::::
1b)::
by::::::::
satellites :::::::::::::::::::::
(MacGregor et al., 2012). :::::::
Densely
distributed
surface and especially bottom crevasses have been revealed by ice radar :::::
radar depth
sounders on the ice shelf of TG
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::
(Fig. 2, Gogineni (2012)). Both the retreat of grounding line and the shortening of ice shelf reduce ice shelf buttressing and
facilitate further retreat (Jenkins et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2011; Docquier et al., 2014; MacGregor et al., 2012).
The grounding line region is key to the stability of marine-terminating glaciers, but it is difficult to simulate numerically
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because the sharp transition from grounded ice to floating ice involves a complex stress field (Vieli and Payne, 2005; Nowicki and Wingham, 2
A Full-Stokes (FS) model is required in this region to capture the flow dynamics accurately (Durand et al., 2009b; Morlighem et al., 2010).
Yet, most previous modeling studies of TG used simplified models (Parizek et al., 2013; Docquier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2014).
Iceberg calving is another process that is difficult to simulate due to the absence of :).:::
As:::
the:::::::::
buttressing:::
ice:::::
shelf :::::
calves:::::
away
and
the grounding line retreats, the resistance to flow or buttressing force will decrease, which will favor further retreat and
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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glacier
speed up (MacGregor et al., 2012). The calving of icebergs is a difficult process to model because the role of each
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
process
is unclear and a universal calving law . Most previous :is::::::::
missing. :::::
Most ::::
prior:studies of crevasse propagation follow
:::::::::::::::::::
the work of Nye (1957), where crevasse propagation is :::::::::
propagates:based on the balance between longitudinal stress and ice
overburden pressure (Nick et al., 2013; Cook et al., 2014)(Bassis
and Walker, 2012; Nick et al., 2013; Cook et al., 2014). Al::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
though this criterion helps reproduce ice front calving, it does not take into account the stress concentration at the crevasse
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tip::::::
rupture :::
tips:::
of ::::::::
crevasses::::
and ::::::::::::
underestimates:::
the::::::
depth ::
of ::::::::
crevasses::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Bassis and Walker, 2012; Plate et al., 2012). To simulate crevasse propagation at the rupture tip, it is necessary to use the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory
(van der Veen, 1998a, b; Krug et al., 2014). ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(van der Veen, 1998a, b; Larour et al., 2004b; Krug et al., 2014). ::
In ::::
order::
to::::::
obtain
a::::::::::
description::
of:::
the:::::::
stresses :::
that::::::
control:::::::
crevasse::::::::::
propagation::
in::
a ::::
time ::::::::
dependent:::::::
fashion,:::
one::::::::
approach::
is::
to:::::
model:::
the:::::::
viscous
5

flow
of the ice using an ice flow model and employ the LEFM theory for crevasse propagation.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
In this work, we present a Full-Stokes modeling study of the grounding line region ::::::
calving ::::::::
dynamics:of TG using the Ice
Sheet System Model (ISSM) framework (Larour
et al., 2012) constrained by remote sensing observations(Larour et al., 2012).
::::::::::::::::
The model is conducted in :::
two::::::::::
dimensions :(2D):along a flowlineof TG. In the first part, we compare the performance of FS
with simplified models at reproducing the ice flow of TG near the grounding line. The basal melt rate is adjusted until the
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glacier achieves steady state conditions with its current geometry . The results are compared with basal melt rate calculated
from mass conservation. We then compare the response of TG to enhanced basal melting with FS and simplified models. In
the second part of the study, we combine FS :,:with geometry
based on remote sensing observations. We combine various ice
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
flow
models with the LEFM theory to investigate crevasse propagation and iceberg calving. We compare the calving behavior
::::::::::::::
of TG using different initial geometries :::
and::::::::
different :::::
levels ::
of::::::::::
complexity ::
of :::
the ::::::::
numerical:::
ice::::
flow:::::::
models ::::
used ::
to::::::::
calculate
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the
stress field. We conclude on the importance of using FS for modeling the grounding line dynamics and calving processes
::::::::::::
of TG :::
and:::
the:::::::::
conditions:::
that:::
are:::::::::
conducive::
to:::::::
calving.
2

Data and Methods

2.1

Data

We ::
To::::::
model :::
the::::::
glacier::
in::::
2D, :::
we select a flowline at the center of the fast flow flowing
region of TG as shown in Fig. 1.
::::::
20

The flowline is 238 km longwith ,::::
with:a:38 km of long
floating ice tongue (Fig. 3). BEDMAP-2 is used for surface elevation,
::::
bathymetry, and bedrock :::
ice ::::::
surface,:::
ice::::::
bottom::::
and :::
bed elevation (Fretwell et al., 2013). On ::::
Over:grounded ice, bed elevation
from Bedmap2 :::
the :::
bed::::::::
elevation:is replaced by :::
the :bed elevation computed from mass conservation :a:::::
mass :::::::::::
conservation
method
(Morlighem et al., 2011, 2013). At the grounding line, the two datasets display some discrepancies discrepancies
in
:::::::
:::::::::::::
the
order of hundreds of meters in
a few places, but not along the particular flowline that we selected. The ice temperature
::::::::
::::::::::::

25

field is set to the steady-state the
steady state temperature computed from the thermal model in ISSM (Larour et al., 2012).
:::::::::::::
This ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Larour et al., 2012; Seroussi et al., 2013).::::
The:thermal model is constrained by surface temperature from the regional
atmospheric climate model RACMO2 (Lenaerts et al., 2012) and geothermal heat flux from Maule et al. (2005) , and includes
both conduction and advection processes (Morlighem et al., 2010; Seroussi et al., 2013). The ice surface velocity is derived
::::::
from interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data collected in 2008 is:::::
also ::::
used ::
to ::::::::
constrain :::
our :::::
model:(Rignot et al.,
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2011b).
The NASA Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) (Krabill, 2014) surface elevation data and the CReSIS MCoRDS ice

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

thickness
data (Gogineni, 2012) provide ice surface and ice shelf bottom elevation, respectively, along flight tracks. We use
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
these
observations to compare with our modeling results. Firn correction is applied to each flight track to ensure that the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
3

hydrostatic
ice bottom calculated from surface elevation matches the observed ice bottom along the ice shelf. Fig. 2 shows the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
echograms
of two flight tracks along the ice shelf of TG, superimposed by the bed picks from CReSIS, surface from ATM and
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

the hydrostatic ice bottom calculated from these datasets.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2.2

Ice Flow Model

This work is performed on a The
simulations are performed on a 2D flowband model. The velocity gradient across our selected
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
flowline in the grounding line region is small, which implies a small lateral drag. The comparison of lateral drag, longitudinal
drag, basal drag and driving stress is shown in Fig. 5. The lateral drag, longitudinal drag and driving stress are computed as
10

in (Van der Veen and Whillans, 1996) from the velocity, geometry and temperature field that we use to initialize the model.
The basal drag is computed using the inferred FS basal friction coefficient (Section 2.4). The results are smoothed to 5 km
resolution to remove large spatial variations. From 30 km upstream of the grounding line to the ice front, the lateral drag is
approximately 18% of the longitudinal drag and 20% of the basal drag over grounded ice . In the vicinity of grounding line,
it is about 10% of the longitudinal drag. The longitudinal drag and basal drag also balance well with the driving stress in this
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region. Further upstream, the lateral drag is in the same magnitude of the longitudinal drag and the basal drag because of the
convergence of ice , but the ice is slow compare to the grounding line region and its influence to grounding line dynamics is
small. Therefore, we conclude that neglecting the lateral drag in our 2D model is not a major limitation. For completeness,
we summarize the basic equations used in our simulations :::
are ::::::::::
summarized ::::
here :::
for :::::::::::
completeness. The ice is considered as an
incompressible viscous material driven by gravity. The governing equations of this system are the conservation of momentum
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and mass:
r·

(1)

+ ⇢i g = 0

(2)

r·v = 0
where

is the stress tensor, ⇢i the ice density, g the gravitational acceleration,:and v the ice velocity. The deformation of ice

under stress is described by the constitutive law:
25

0

(3)

= 2µ"˙

where

0

=

+ pI, is the deviatoric stress, p the ice pressure, I the identity matrix, µ the ice viscosity:, :and "˙ the strain rate

tensor. The ice viscosity µ is non-linear and follows Glen’s law (Glen, 1955):
µ=

B
n

(4)

1

2"˙e n
where B is the ice viscosity parameter, "˙e the effective strain rate:, and n the Glen’s law exponent. Here, B is a function of ice
30

temperature with value taken interpolated
from Cuffey and Paterson (2010) and the Glen’s law exponent n is set to 3.
::::::::::

4

For a 2D flowband model, with x, z (x,
z) the horizontal and vertical directions, u, w :::::
(u, w): the horizontal and vertical
:::::
velocities, respectively, the above equations can be rewritten as:
@ ⇣ @u ⌘ @ ⇣ @u
@w ⌘ @p
2µ
+
µ
+µ
=0
@x
@x
@z
@z
@x
@x
@ ⇣ @u
@w ⌘ @ ⇣ @w ⌘ @p
µ
+µ
+
2µ
⇢i g = 0
@x @z
@x
@z
@z
@z
@u @w
5
+
=0
@x @z

(5)
(6)
(7)

This set of equations is the 2D Full-Stokes model , which does not make any approximation on the stress field of the
flowband but :::
and:is computationally expensive. To reduce the computational cost, simplified models with approximations
are developed::::
may ::
be ::::::::
employed.
There are two widely used simplified models. The first one is the higher-order (HO) model (Blatter, 1995; Pattyn, 2003),
10

which assumes that the horizontal gradient of vertical velocity and the bridging effect are negligible (van der Veen and Whillans,
1989). The governing equations are therefore reduced to:
@ ⇣ @u ⌘ @ ⇣ @u ⌘
@s
4µ
+
µ
⇢i g
=0
@x
@x
@z
@z
@x

(8)

where s is the ice surface elevation. The vertical velocity w is decoupled from the system and is computed from incompressibility.
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The second model is the Shallow-Shelf Approximation (SSA) model, which makes the further ::::::::
additional:assumption that
the vertical shear is negligible (MacAyeal, 1989). This leads to the following 1D model:
@ ⇣
@u
@s
4H µ̄ ) ⇢i gH
=0
@x
@x
@x

(9)

where H is the ice thickness and µ̄ the depth-averaged viscosity.

At each time step, the geometry of the flowband is updated by a mass transport model based on using
mass conservation.
::::
20

For FS, the ice surface and ice shelf bottom are treated as two independent free surfaces and updated separately:
@zj
@zj
+ uj
@t
@x

(10)

wj = ṁj

where the subscript j refers to either the ice surface (j = s) or the ice shelf bottom (j = b) and ṁj is either the surface mass
balance (j = s) or the basal melt rate (j = b). In HO and SSA, only the ice thickness needs to be updated because the ice shelf
is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium:
25

@H
+ r · (H v̄) = ṁs
@t

(11)

ṁb

where v̄ is the depth-averaged velocity.
In ::::::
Lateral ::::
drag:::
has::
to:::
be ::::::::::::
parameterized ::
in a flowband model, the .:::::
Here,::
it :is::::::::::
represented:::
by ::::::
adding :a:::::
body ::::
force:::
on :::
the :::
ice
shelf
in the governing equation, as in Gagliardini et al. (2010):
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1

f=

(n + 1) n B

1

(12)

n
n+1 u ;
1
2n W n
:::::::::::::::::

5

where
W is the width of glacier. The convergence of ice from upstream to downstream also
needs to be taken into account to
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::
conserve mass. Here, we first calculate the ice mass flux along the flowline. Then, we add an artificial surface mass balance
5

term, ṁa , to the original surface mass balance, ṁs , to ensure that the ice mass flux is constant from the inflow boundary to the
grounding line.
2.3

Boundary Condition:::::::::
Conditions

At the ice surface, the atmospheric pressure exerted on ice is negligible and thus a stress free boundary condition is applied:
(13)

·n = 0
10

where n is the unit normal vector pointing outward.
At the bed, boundary conditions are different for grounded ice and floating ice. For grounded ice, the basal drag is assumed
to follow a linear friction law:
⌧b =

↵2 v b

(14)

where ⌧b is the basal drag, v b the velocity tangential to the bed:, :and ↵ the friction coefficient. Here, ↵ is inferred from an
15

inversion so that the modeled surface velocity matches observations observed
surface velocity (Section 2.4).
:::::::::::::::::::::
At the ice shelf bottom and at the ice front, seawater pressure is applied at the ice-ocean boundary:
·n = 0

z

0

(15)

· n = ⇢w gz n

z<0

(16)

where ⇢w is the seawater density and sea level is at z = 0. In our simulations, the ice shelf bottom elevation, zb (t), is unknown
20

when applying this boundary condition. A replacement with zb (t

dt), with dt the time step, produces large vertical velocities

that destabilize the system (Durand et al., 2009a). A :::::::::
Therefore, :a:shelf dampening term based on ice velocity and geometry is
therefore added to zb (t
zb (t) = zb (t

dt) + v · n

dt) to approximate zb (t):
p
1 + (@zb (t

(17)

dt)/@x)2 dt

At the inflow boundary, a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied for velocity. The horizontal velocity is taken from
25

InSAR-derived ice velocity data (Rignot et al., 2011b) and the vertical velocity is set to 0.
2.4

Grounding Line Migration

The grounding line position is computed at every time step. The methods used to migrate the grounding line are different for
FS and the simplified models. For FS, it is treated as a contact problem (Nowicki and Wingham, 2008; Durand et al., 2009b;
Drouet et al., 2013). At each node on the ice-bedrock boundary, the normal stress exerted by the ice is compared to ocean
30

water pressure . If the water pressure ::::::::
grounding::::
line::::
will ::::::
retreat :if::::
the :::::
water :::::::
pressure:is higher than the normal stress , the
6

corresponding node will be marked as floating and the grounding line will retreat. For the nodes at the ::::::
exerted:::
by :::
the :::
ice.:::
At
the
ice-ocean boundary, a non-penetration condition is imposed. If the ice bottom elevation computed from the mass transport
:::
model is deeper than the bed elevation, the ice will reground and the grounding line will advance.
For HO and SSA, because the governing equations are simplified, the computed stress field cannot accurately represent the
5

actual stress condition near the grounding line and the ice shelf has to be in hydrostatic equilibrium . Therefore, ice is floating
if its thickness, H, is smaller than its floating height, Hf :
Hf =

⇢w
rf
⇢i

where rf is the bedrock elevation. The grounding line position is at the location where H = Hf the
migration of grounding line
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
is
determined by the hydrostatic equilibrium (Seroussi et al., 2014). At
the inflow boundary, a Dirichlet boundary condition is
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
10

applied for the velocity. The horizontal velocity is taken from InSAR-derived ice velocity data (Rignot et al., 2011b) and the

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

vertical
velocity is set to 0.
::::::::::::::::::::::
2.4

Inversion :::
for :::::
Basal :::::::
Friction

There is :::
We ::::
have no direct observation of basal friction. In order to have a realistic representation of the basal conditions, we
use an adjoint method , following Morlighem et al. (2010, 2013) , ::
as ::
in:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Morlighem et al. (2010, 2013) to find a distribution of
15

the basal friction coefficient, ↵, that minimizes the a: cost function:
J (u, ↵) = c1

Z

1
c:1 (u
2

s

2

uobs ) d + c2

Z

s

✓
◆2
✓ ◆2
Z
|u| + ✏
1
1 @↵
c:2 ln
d + c3 c:3
d
2
|uobs | + ✏
2 @x
b

where u is the modeled surface velocity, uobs the observed surface velocity, ✏ a minimum value (10
velocity,

s

and

b

(18)
8

m/yr) to avoid zero

the ice surface and bedrock, respectively. The first term of
this cost function represents the misfit between
::::::::::::::::

modeled and observed velocity. The second term allows a better representation of slow :::
for ::::
slow ::::
flow regions and the third term
20

is a Tikhonov regularization term to avoid short-scale that
avoid unphysical short scale spatial variations of ↵ (Vogel, 2002).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The three parameters We
calibrate c , and
c , ::
so :::
that:::
the::::
first::::
and ::::::
second :::::
terms::::
have:::
the:::::
same:::::
order ::
of:::::::::
magnitude::::
and :::
we
:::::::::: 1
:::: 2
calibrate
c are tuned so that we obtain the best fit between modeled and observed surface velocity::::
using:::
an :::::::
L-curve :::::::
analysis
::::::: 3
approach.
:::::::
2.5

25

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Model

A physically based ::::::::::::::
physically-based LEFM model is used to simulate crevasse propagation. In the LEFM theory, there are
three modes to open a crevasse: mode I opening, mode II sliding and mode III tearing. Only mode I is considered here. The
key variables in the LEFM model LEFM
are the stress intensity factor K and the
fracture toughness Kc . If K is larger than
::::::
:::
Kc , a crevasse will propagate. K is computed through the integration of the normal stress from the bottom of the crevasse to

7

the tip of the crevasse (van der Veen, 1998b). For bottom crevasses, we havethe
equations are:
::::::::::::::
K=

b+h
Z
b

n (z)

=

2 n (z)
p
G(z, h, H)dz
⇡h
xx (z) + ⇢w gz

⇢i g(s

(19)
(20)

z)

where h is the height between the tip and the bottom of the crevasse, b the elevation of the ice shelf bottom, H the ice thickness,
xx

5

the longitudinal stress,:and G a weighting function (Krug et al., 2014). For surface crevasses, the equations are similar

with the water pressure term equals to zero since
we assume no melt water production at the surface. Kc is a material property
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
and previous studies showed that Kc ranges from 0.1 to 0.4 MPa m1/2 for ice (Fischer et al., 1995; Rist et al., 1996, 2002).
Here, Kc is set to 0.2 MPa m1/2 , following Krug et al. (2014).
A simple algorithm for the combination of ISSM and the LEFM model LEFM
is described in Fig. 4. First, an initial position
:::::
for a crevasse to form :a :::::::
position is chosen arbitrarily . Then, ISSM is called to compute as
the initial crevasse position. ISSM
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

is
used to calculate the stress field. With the stress field :::
this:::::
stress:::::
field ::
at:::
the:::::::
location:::
of :::
the:::::
initial::::::::
crevasse, the LEFM
:::::::::::::::::
model is called :::::
theory::
is::::
used: to find the maximum height heights
of the surface and bottom crevasses that satisfies satisfy
::::::
:::::
K > Kc . The geometry is then updated to represent ::::::
include:the propagation of crevasses. After that, the :::::
these ::::::::
crevasses.::::
The
new ice geometry is allowed to adjust with ISSM for a period of time, 0.01 yr here, during which the crevasse becomes wider,
::::

shallower,:and smoother due to the viscous deformation of ice. Then the :::
the :::
ice.::::
The LEFM model is called again and we test
15

if new crevasses can then
called again to test if the crevasses can still propagate at the center of the existing surface and bottom
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
crevasses. Calving is assumed to occur when either the surface or the bottom crevasse reaches sea level (Benn et al., 2007).
3

Simulations

3.1

Model setupFS
model evaluation
:::::::::::::::::

ISSM is a coupled:, thermo-mechanical, finite element, ice flow model (Larour et al., 2012). The three models, FS, HO and
20

SSA are all implemented in ISSM, which makes it a practical tool :::::::
practical:to compare their performance (Morlighem et al.,
2010; Seroussi et al., 2011).
We choose a horizontal mesh resolution of 100 m to obtain a precise description of the grounding line position (Durand et al., 2009b).
In the vertical direction, ::
To:::::::
evaluate:::
the:::
FS::::::
model,:::
we:::::::
conduct:::
the::::::::::
Experiment::
3 ::
of::::::::
MISMIP,::::::
which ::
is :a::::::
model ::::::::::
comparison
experiment that evaluates the migration of grounding line in response to changes in ice rheology on an over-deepened bed

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

25

(Pattyn
et al., 2012). The result, shown in Fig. 5, indicates that the domain is uniformly divided into 20 layers. In total, the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
mesh comprises 95,200 triangle elements. An inversion for the basal friction coefficient, ↵, on grounded ice is first conducted
for the selected flowline before any transient simulation is run.
3.2

Basal Melting

8

With no direct measurement of basal melt rate, the melt rate computed from mass conservation is used as an approximation
30

of the actual basal melt rate, following Rignot et al. (2013). We take two flowlines that are 5 km apart on the ice shelf of TG,
with the selected flowline in the center, and calculate the ice mass flux of this band from the grounding line to the ice front.
Because the surface thinning rate and surface mass balance in this region is an order of magnitude smaller than the basal melt
rate (Pritchard et al., 2009), the decrease of ice flux is assumed to be caused entirely by basal melting. The melt rate computed
here is used as the control melt rate for the following experiments.
Once the control melt rate is computed, we find basal melt rate for each model that provide steady state solutions with

5

the current geometry in a 100-yr simulation, with a time step of 0.1 yr. The basal melt rate is adjusted for each model to
ensure that at the end of the simulation, the rate of thickness change is less than 0.05 mgrounding
line is unstable on a
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
retrograde
bed and displays a hysteresis behavior in response to perturbations in ice rheology. This is consistent with the MISI
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
theory,
the analytical solution and other numerical models (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007; Pattyn et al., 2012). The steady
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
state
grounding line positions obtained by ISSM agree with the FS solution obtained by Elmer/yr, the grounding line does not
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

migrate and the total change of ice shelf thickness is less than 25 m (Fig. ??b). We then compare the melt rate of each model
with the control melt rate.
Two sets of sensitivity experiments are then conducted where we vary the basal melt rate (Table 1). In the first set, denoted
Exp. Ma1–Ma4, we add an additional melt rate, ṁb_a , to the control melt rate as a function of the depth of the ice shelf draft.
We impose a maximum melt rate, ṁb0 , at 50 m/yr, 100 m/yr, 200 m/yr and 300 m/yr, respectively, for Exp. Ma1–Ma4. ṁb_a

15

is set to equal to ṁb0 below -600 m, then linearly decreases to 0 at -200 m and remains 0 above -200 m (Fig. ??a). If the
grounding line retreats, the basal melt rate applied on the ungrounded part is the control melt rate at current grounding line (68
m/yr) plus the additional melt rate ṁb_a .
Ice
(Durand et al., 2009a), within 15 km. The results are also in good agreement with the analytical solution of Schoof (2007),
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
especially
in the retreating phase (step 7-13), within 20 km. In the second set, Exp. Mb1–Mb4, we use the basal melt rate that
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20

provides steady state for each model (Fig. ??)as the starting point. Then we add the same additional melt rate, ṁb_a , as in Exp.
Ma1–Ma4 (Fig. ??). To avoid a large region of over 500 m/yr melt rate for SSA and HO, the melt rate applied for ungrounded
region is altered. If the grounding line retreats, the melt rate from the new ::::::::
advancing::::::
phase, :::
the :::::::::
difference :is::::::
larger,::::
⇠50::::
km.
However,
this level of discrepancy in grounding line position to 38 km downstream is the initial melt rate along the 38km ice
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
shelf plus ṁb_a (Fig. ??). Further downstream, only ṁb_a is applied. The two sets of sensitivity experiments are both run for

25

40 years for each of the three models. ::
is :::::::::
considered::
to:::
be :::::::::
satisfactory::::
and :::
has:::::
been ::::::::
attributed ::
to :::::::::
numerical :::::
issues :::::::::
associated
with
mesh resolution (Durand et al., 2009a; Pattyn et al., 2012). Therefore, we conclude that ISSM is able to reproduce the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
results of MISMIP Exp 3.

:::::::::::::::::::::

3.2

Crevasse Propagation::::::
Model :::::
Setup

The propagation of crevasses takes place over small spatial and temporal scales. In order to increase the reliability of the
30

model, the mesh is refined accordingly. The ::
In :::
our::::::::::
simulations,:::
the:horizontal resolution is increased from 100 m,:::::::
refined to
5 m within 3 km of the initial crevasse positionand the number of vertical layers is increased from 20 to 40. The domain is
9

therefore discretized into .:::::::::
Vertically, :::
the ::::::
domain::
is:::::::::
uniformly :::::::::
discretized :::
into:::
40 ::::::
layers. ::
In :::::
total, ::
the:::::::
domain:::
has:281,660 680
:::
elements. The time step is shortened from 0.1 yr to we
choose is 0.0005 yr (⇠4.4 hr) and the LEFM model is called every
:::::::::::
0.01 yr. The simulations are run for 0.3 yr or until calving occurs, whichever happens firstIn
all the following experiments, the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
basal
melt rate is chosen so that the grounding line does not migrate and the ice shelf bottom has a stable elevation (within few
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
meters).
::::::
Five sets of experiments, Exp. Ca–Ce::::::
labeled:::::
Exp. ::::
A–E, are conducted to simulate the propagation of crevasses (Table
1). In the first set, eleven experiments, Exp. Ca1–Ca11, are conducted A1–A11,
are run with micro initial crevasses, which
::::::::::::::
5

have both width and height initialized at 0. In all ::::
zero :::::::
crevasse:::::
depth::::
and::::::
width,::
at:::::
both :::
the ::::::
surface::::
and:::
the:::::::
bottom.:::
In
these
experiments, the experiment number 1–11 indicates the initial crevasse position, respectively, at 0.5km, 1km, 1.5km,
:::::
2km, 2.5km, 3km, 3.5km, 18km, 28km, 35 km and 36 km downstream of the grounding line. These positions are chosen to
representthe :, ::::::::::
respectively,:crevasse propagation near the grounding line, in the middle of the ice shelf:, and near the ice front.
In the following ::::
next ::::
four :::
sets:::
of :experiments, the initial geometry is altered to investigate the calving behavior in the

10

grounding line region. In the second set evaluate
its impact on crevasse propagation. The second (Exp. Cb1–Cb7) , a 3 m deep,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
100 m wide initial surface crevasse is added to the initial geometry while the initial bottom crevasses are still micro crevasses.
The B1–B7)
and the third (Exp. Cc1–Cc7) and fourth (Exp. Cd1–Cd3) :::::::
C1–C3) sets are designed to test the stability of TG to
:::::::::::::
with
a shortened ice shelf. In these two sets, :::
The::::::
length ::
of the ice shelf length is shortened is::::::::
reduced from 38 km to 4 km :::::
(Exp.
::::
B)
and 2 km (Exp.
C), respectively. In the last:::::
fourth:set (Exp. Ce1–Ce7), we add a 400 m wide and 400 m high undercutting
:::
::::::

15

at the ice front on the:::::::
D1–D7),::
a :3::
m:::::
deep,::::
100 ::
m ::::
wide:::::
initial::::::
surface::::::::
crevasse :is::::::
added ::
to :::
the :::::
initial ::::::::
geometry :::::
while :::
the :::::
initial
bottom crevasse is still kept as a micro crevasse. In the last set (Exp. E1–E7), we undercut the ice shelf front of a 4 km ice shelf
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

case to investigate the impact of undercutting on calving. :::::::
km–long:::
ice::::
shelf:::
by :::
400::
m::::
over:::
the::::
last :::
400:::
m. :::
The::::::
initial :::::::
crevasse
positions
for these sets of experiments are the same as Exp. A.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4
20

4.1

Results
Inversion

Results from the inversion The
inversion results of FS, HO and SSA are shown in Fig. 6. For all three models, the inferred
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
basal friction coefficient, ↵, has similar values and spatial patterns. The modeled surface :::
ice ::::::
surface ::::::::
velocities :::
are ::
in :::::::::
reasonable
agreement.
The modeled surface velocity after inversion closely matches :::
the observed surface velocity on over
grounded ice.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::
There is still ::::::::
However, ::::
there::::::::
remains a 200 m/yr, or 6%, difference in the grounding line region and on the ice shelf. We
25

attribute this discrepancy to the errors in ice rheology field and and
uncertainties associated with the parameterization of the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
lack of lateral drag. Yet, all modeled ice surface velocities are in good agreement, which provides comparable initial conditions.

10

4.2

Basal Melting

4.2

Observed
crevasses
::::::::::::::::

The melt rate computed from mass conservation is shown as “control” in ::
In:::
the::::
data::::::::
acquired ::
by::::::
NASA:::::
ATM::::
and :::::::
CReSIS
MCoRDS
from 2009 to 2014 (Gogineni, 2012; Krabill, 2014), we find that surface and bottom crevasses are densely distributed
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
on
the ice shelf of TG (Fig. 1b and Fig. ??a. It is highest within 10 km of the grounding line. The maximum occurs at 2.4
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
km downstream of the grounding line and reaches 73 m /yr. Further downstream of the grounding line, the melt rate oscillates
5

around ::
2).:::::
With ::::
these::::
data,:::
we:::::::
estimate:::
the::::::
height :::
and:::::
width::
of::::
each:::::::
surface and
bottom crevasse (crevasses narrower than 200
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
m
are neglected). We find that the mean height is 18.7 m for surface crevasses and 103.1 m for bottom crevasses. The height
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of
surface crevasse ranges from 2–82 m, but 90 % of them are within 2–40 m. The height of bottom crevasses ranges from
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
20–270
m. The mean width for surface and bottom crevasses are 821 m and 724 m, respectively, and 80 % of the crevasses
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
have
a width ranging from 300 m to 1000 m. The measurement error is 10 m /yr due to the spatial variations in the elevation of
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

the ice shelf bottom .
The basal melt rate required for FS, HO and SSA to maintain steady state at the current geometry are plotted in Fig. ??a.
For all three models, the melt rates are similar and match the control rate except the first 5 km of the ice shelf. Within 5 km of
the grounding line, especially the first 3 km, FS is different from HO and SSA. The FS result is similar to the control rate with
a peak melt rate of 86 m /yr at 2.5 km downstream of the grounding line, while the results of HO and SSA are unrealistically

15

high: they both require over 500 m /yr melt rates to prevent the grounding line from advancing (Fig. ??a). For FS, we find a
5 km zone for
the ATM-derived ice surface elevation (Krabill, 2014) and 14 m for the MCoRDS-derived ice bottom elevation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Gogineni, 2012).

:::::::::::::::

4.3

Non-hydrostatic
behaviors
::::::::::::::::::::::

In
the grounding line region of TG, i.e. within 5–10 km downstream of the grounding linewhere ,: the ice is :::
tens:::
of ::::::
meters
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
20

below hydrostatic equilibrium (Fretwell
et al., 2013). In our selected flowline, the maximum deviation is 85 m. The deviation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
is of the order of tens of meters with a maximum of 68 mat 400 m downstream of the grounding line.
The results of the first set of the sensitivity experiments (Exp. Ma1–Ma4) are In
the two flight tracks shown in Fig. ??. In
:::::::::::::::::::
the control run, the grounding line of FS is stable at its current position and the ice shelf thickens slightly. For HO and SSA, the
grounding line positions advance by 3.6 km and 4.9 km, respectively, and the ice shelf thickens by a few hundred meters. With

25

enhanced basal melting compared to the control melt rate, the grounding line position of FS retreats by 42 km, 85 km, 120 km
and 124 km, respectively, for Exp. Ma1–Ma4. On the contrary, for HO and SSA, the grounding lines only retreat slightly in
Exp. Ma4::
2, ::
we::::
find:::
the:::::::::
maximum::::::::
deviation::
to:::
be :::
130::
m:::
for:::::
track:::
PQ::::
and :::
122:::
m ::
for:::::
track::::
RS. ::
In::::::::
addition, ::
in :::
the ::::::::
positions
where
surface and bottom crevasses exist, this deviation is larger, measured in hundreds of meters (Fig.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
In the second set of experiments (Exp. Mb1–Mb4, Fig. ??), the grounding line retreats in every experiment for all models,

30

as expected. However, the sensitivity of grounding line positions to changes in melt rate is different. In FS, the grounding line
retreats by 73 km, 115 km, 123 km and 127 km for Exp. Mb1–Mb4, respectively. For HO and SSA, the grounding line retreat
11

is the same for all four experiments, 37 km for HO and 21 km for SSA. In both sets of sensitivity experiments, along with the
grounding line retreat, strong surface thinning and mass loss are produced in the entire domain for FS. However, despite the
similarity in ice shelf thinning, the grounded ice thinned significantly less for HO and SSA.
To summarize, only FS can reach 2).
In the FS solution of ISSM, this non-hydrostatic condition can be simulated. For
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
instance,
we get a maximum of 68 m deviation in a steady state with realistic values of the magnitude of basal melting
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
and capture the current grounding line position. The simplified models, HO and SSA, require high basal melt rates near the
5

grounding line and are also less sensitive to changes in basal melt rate. solution
for our selected flowline.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4.4

Crevasse Propagation:::::::::::
propagation

In all crevasse propagation experiments with HO and SSA, we find that the height of bottom crevasses a:::::::
bottom :::::::
crevasse never
exceeds 50 m, which is small compared to observationsand does not :. ::
At:::
the::::
end ::
of:::
the::::::::::
simulations,:::
the::::::::
crevasses:::::
never:grow
enough to produce a calving event. In other words, if :::::
under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibriumis used for the ice shelf:,
10

which
is required, HO and SSA are unable to grow crevasses that can generate calving using generate
calving events when
::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::
combined
with the LEFM theory. In the remainder of the paper:::::
study, we only discuss the FS case.
::::::::::::
In the first set of experiments (Exp. Ca1–Ca11), based on:::::::::
A1–A11), ::::
with the initial geometry and the introduction of micro
crevasses at both the surface :::::
micro::::::::
crevasses:::
on :::
the :::
top and the bottom of the ice shelf, the crevasses of all eleven cases stop
growing at the end of the experiments and none of them produce calving::::::::::
simulations :::
and::::
none:::::::
produce:a:::::::
calving ::::
event:(Fig. 7).
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The final height of bottom crevasses is 200–300 m near the grounding line (Exp. Ca1–Ca7::::::
A1–A7) and 50–100 m downstream
(Exp. Ca8–Ca11:::::::
A8–A11). The surface crevasses are one order of magnitude smaller, 10–15 m near the grounding line and 2–5
m downstream. The width of all crevasses is 400–500 :::::::
between::::
400 :::
and:::
500:m.
The results of the experiments with varying initial geometry :::::::::
geometries:are shown in Fig. 8. In Exp. Cb1–Cb7, where
we add a 3 m surface crevasse at the top of the ice shelf ::::
With:::
an :::
ice ::::
shelf:::::::::
shortened ::
to :4::::
km, calving occurs for crevasses

20

located within 1.5 :::::
within::
1:km of the grounding line ice
front (Exp. Cb1–Cb3B6
and B7, Fig. 8a) . Further downstream of
:::::::
::::::::
the grounding line and
the other experiments (Exp. Cb4–Cb7) , the crevasse propagation is nearly identical to the case with
:::::::::::::::::::::
micro initial surface crevasse ::::::
B1–B5):::::
have ::::::
results ::::::
similar ::
to :::
the:::::
initial:::
38 :::
km::::
long:::
ice:::::
shelf (Exp. Ca4–Ca7A1–A5),
i.e. :::
the
:::::
final bottom crevasse height does not exceed 200–300 m.
::::::::::

With an ice shelf shortened to a length of 4 :2:km, calving occurs within 1 km of the ice front in
all three experiments (Exp.
:::::::::::::::::::
25

Cc6 and Cc7::::::
C1–C3, Fig. 8b)and the other experiments (Exp. Cc1–Cc5) have results similar to the initial 38 km long ice shelf
(Exp. Ca1–Ca5). With an ice shelf shortened to only 2 km, calving occurs in all three experiments .:
In
Exp. D1–D7, where we add a 3 m deep, 100 m wide, initial surface crevasse, calving occurs for crevasses located within
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1.5 km of the grounding line (Exp. Cd1–Cd3D1–D3,
Fig. 8c). ::::::
Further::::::::::
downstream:::::
(Exp.::::::::
D4–D7), :::
the :::::::
crevasse ::::::::::
propagation ::
is
::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::

identical
to the case with micro surface crevasses (Exp. A4–A7).
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
30

In the last set, where
the ice shelf is shortened and undercut. We ,:::
we:find that calving occurs within 1.5 km of the ice front
:::::
(Exp. Ce5–Ce7::::::
E5–E7, Fig. 8d). In regions where calving does not occur, undercutting vanishes slowly within 0.1 yr due to
the viscous deformation and the downstream advection of ice.
12

In all of the above experiments, Exp. Cc6 Among
all experiments, only Exp. B6 produces calving caused by :a:surface
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
crevasse propagating to sea level and it takes approximately 0.24 yr for the calving to occur. For all other ::::::
calving:cases, calving
occurs because a bottom crevasse propagates to sea level and the process is significantly five
times more rapid, within 0.05 yr.
::::::::
5

Discussion

4.1
5

Basal Melting

Our results show that only FS experience significant grounding line migration and provides a realistic response to enhanced
basal melting. With HO and SSA, the basal melt rates have to be unrealistically high near the grounding line, i.e. over 500
m/yr, in order for the models to achieve steady state conditions with the current geometry.
In the grounding line region, the abrupt change in boundary condition creates a singularity. Most importantly, ice is pushed
below hydrostatic equilibrium downstream of the grounding line as a result of a bending moment of the ice. This bending

10

moment does not exist in the simplified models. As a result of the non-hydrostatic conditions, the ice pressure and the vertical
velocity are high, which produces high vertical shear stress that tends to lift the ice from the bed. FS is capable of taking into
account this high vertical shear stress and makes it possible to migrate the grounding line based on realistic stress conditions.
In HO and SSA, bridging effects are neglected and ice is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium, which tend to make the
grounding line advance.

15

Our sensitivity experiments show that the grounding lines in HO and SSA are much less sensitive to an increase in basal melt
rate. In contrast, the FS grounding line is more sensitive to enhanced basal melting and retreats almost in every scenario. On flat
or retrograde bed, the migration of the grounding line is similar in all three models. Yet, on a prograde bed, the grounding lines
of HO and SSA tend to sit on bedrock bumps unless unrealistic basal melt rate is applied at the grounding line (Fig. ??– ??).
To retreat over the bump where the current grounding line is at, over 500 m/yr melt rate is required. Even 800 m/yr melt rate

20

is unable to make HO and SSA retreat over the bump 37 km and 21 km upstream of the current grounding line, respectively.
However, satellites observations have shown that the grounding line of TG and its neighbor Pine Island Glacier has already
retreated over a few bedrock bumps in the past decade under current ocean forcing (Rignot et al., 2014). This suggests that
previous studies of TG may have underestimated its response to changes in ocean thermal forcing (Parizek et al., 2013; Joughin et al., 2014).

25

In the future, a steady increase in the strength of the westerlies may cause the ocean temperature to rise by more than 2 C.
It may also push more ocean heat toward TG without any changes in ocean temperature (Spence et al., 2014). As a result,
the basal melting of TG will be enhanced. As the glacier is retreating into an area where the bed elevation is lower, the melt
rate will be further increased because of the pressure-dependence of the melting point of the ocean water/ice melange. In
Rignot and Jacobs (2002), it is suggested that a 1 C increase in ocean thermal forcing would raise the basal melt rate by 10
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m/yr. In Holland et al. (2008), the basal melt rate is suggested to increase quadratically to ocean warming. However, in either
case, the basal melt rate of TG would be unlikely to increase by more than 100 m/yr. In our experiments as well as in previous
studies, basal melt rate of at least 200 m/yr have been required to push the grounding line out of equilibrium using HO and SSA
13

(Parizek et al., 2013; Joughin et al., 2014). If we increase the basal melt rate by a more realistic 50 m/yr, our results suggest that
only FS can produce a retreat of the grounding line (Exp. Ma1). Even if we use a high initial basal melt rate for HO and SSA,
the response of grounding line to enhanced basal melting is still less sensitive and largely dependent on the bed topography
(Exp. Mb1–M4b). We conclude that it may be essential to use FS in the grounding line region for 2D simulationsto correctly
5

represent the impact of ocean thermal forcing on grounding line stabilitywithin
0.05 yr. For the cases that calving does not take
::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
place,
the crevasses stop growing before the end of the simulations.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4.1
5

Crevasse Propagation
Discussion
:::::::::

The sizes :::
size:of surface and bottom crevasses produced from by
our crevasse propagation experiments with FS (Fig. 7) are
::
10

compatible with the size :::::::::
comparable::::
with:::
the:::::
sizes of surface and bottom crevasses observed from ::
by:ice radar sounders (Fig.
2, Gogineni (2012)). This suggests that the combination of FS with the LEFM theory is a realistic tool to study way
to model
:::::::::::
crevasse propagation and iceberg calving. However, with::::
With:HO and SSA, however,
because of the assumption of hydrostatic
::::::::
equilibrium, the water pressure term and :::
the ::::::::::
overburden ice pressure term in Eq. (19) cancel out each
other at the bottom of
::::::::::::::::::::::
the
ice shelf and thus the ::::::
bottom crevasses are unable to grow to a size that matches observations. With
the non-hydrostatic
:::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::

15

condition
included, the two pressure terms in Eq. (19) do not cancel each other with FS in the region near the grounding line
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
or
the region with crevasses, which helps propagate the crevasses. In the radar echograms, large bottom crevasses:::::
(over :::
100:::
m)
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
are also observed along the ice shelf, tens of kilometers downstream of the grounding line. We think :::::::::
According ::
to :::
our::::::
results
from
Exp. A, the crevasses formed in the grounding line stop growing once they reach a stable size. Therefore, we posit that
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
these crevasses may be :::
are the result of advection of crevasses from upstream, not from a recent cracking. formed
upstream.
::::::::::::::

20

In
summary, the non-hydrostatic condition plays a major role in crevasse formation. Not accounting for this condition makes
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
it
difficult to explain the observed crevasse pattern.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
In our simulations, we find that crevasses propagate significantly faster near the grounding line when they initiate from a 3-m
deep surface crevasse. The existence of such a small crevasse has limited impact on the overall stress field of the ice shelf . The
reason that it has an influence on crevasse propagation is that it changes the pressure field. At the ice bottom of the grounding

25

line region, ice is pushed below hydrostatic equilibrium, the longitudinal stress field is small or even compressive. In the first
few steps of the simulation, the bottom crevasse does not propagate. During that time, the surface crevasse grows because the
surface longitudinal stress is large. The difference between water pressure and the overburden ice pressure keeps increasing at
the bottom until the stress intensity factor of the bottom crevasse is larger than its fracture toughness. With an initial surface
crevasse, the difference between water and ice pressure is enhanced and the bottom crevasse is then able to propagate through

30

the entire ice thickness and produce calving. In the flowline selected here, we find that 3 m is the minimum initial surface
crevasse depth that is required to produce calving. If the non-hydrostatic behavior of the ice is more pronounced, the required
minimum height of the surface crevasse will become smaller.
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ice
front when the ice shelf is shortened. In principle, the length of a nearly
non-confined ice shelf, such as the floating ice
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::
tongue of TG, should not have a major impact on the buttressing that the ice shelf exerts on grounded ice. Here, however, we
35

find that the propagation of crevasse near the ice frontis limited on ,:::::
while:::::::
limited :::
for the initial 38 km ice shelfwhile it is
significantly more likely to experience calving :::::::
km-long :::
ice :::::
shelf, :::::::
becomes:::::::::::
significantly ::::::::
enhanced with a shortened ice shelf.
When the ice shelf is shortened, the longitudinal stress near the ice front will increase increases
at the surface and decrease
::::::::
decreases
at the bottom. The increase in the surface stress makes it easier for the surface crevasse to propagate, while the
::::::::
decrease in bottom stress prevents the propagation of the bottom crevasse. As time goes, the bottom stress increases while

5

stress
at the bottom increases and the surface crevasse grows. Then the ::::
The bottom crevasse is ::::
then able to propagate quickly
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
through the entire ice thickness ::::::
column:to cause calving as a result of the :::::::
because ::
of:::
the:::::
large ::::::::
difference::::::::
between :::
the :::::
water
pressure
and the overburden ice pressure. If calving takes place and creates a shorter ice shelf, our model predicts that the new
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ice
shelf will be more prone to calving, i.e. a positive feedback.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
When
an initial crevasse of 3 m depth and 100 m width is added to the surface, we find that the surface crevasse grows
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

quickly
to 35 m before the bottom crevasse starts to propagate. The large difference between the water pressure and the ice
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
overburden pressure. :::::::::
overburden:::
ice:::::::
pressure::
at:::
the::::::
bottom::::::::
however, :::::
makes:::
the::::::
bottom::::::::
crevasse ::::::::
propagate::::::
rapidly:::::::
through :::
the
entire
ice thickness and produces calving. This is consistent with Bassis and Walker (2012), who suggested that ice shelves
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
are
difficult to form in the presence of pre-existing crevasses. However, long ice shelves calving at the grounding line region
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
is
not something commonly observed on TG. Three reasons might explain this result. One reason is that we assume that a
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

surface
crevasse aligns perfectly with a micro-crack at the bottom, which is not certain. A second one is that bottom crevasses
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
could also form from thermal cracking (Humbert and Steinhage, 2011; Vaughan et al., 2012), in particular not aligned with a

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

surface
crack. Thermal cracking would facilitate the propagation of a bottom crevasse. If the corresponding surface crevasse
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
remains
shallow, the seawater-filled bottom crevasse formed by thermal cracking will not propagate far because the difference
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
between
the water pressure and the overburden ice pressure will be smaller than in the presence of a deep surface crevasse. The
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
20

third
reason is that most surface crevasses are formed in train, whereas here we only model one. A train of crevasses creates
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a:::::::::
shielding :::::
effect,::::::
which :::::::::
effectively :::::::
reduces :::
the :::::
stress :::::::::::
concentration::
at:::::::
rupture :::
tips::::
and ::::::
anneals:::
the::::::::::
propagation:::
of ::::::::
crevasses
(van der Veen, 1998b; Krug et al., 2014).

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Undercutting on the ice front is a common featurefor glaciers (Rignot et al., 2010), whose influence on calving is still
unclear. O’Leary and Christoffersen (2013) showed :, :::::::::
especially :::
for ::::::::
tidewater :::::::
glaciers::::
with::a:::::
short ::
to:::::::::::
non-existent :::::::
floating
25

section
(Rignot et al., 2010). In a prior study, O’Leary and Christoffersen (2013) suggested that undercutting leads to signifi::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
cant changes in the stress field near the ice front and that
enhances calving. Cook et al. (2014) argued, however, that the change
:::
in the stress field is only significant in diagnostic simulations and the undercutting influence is much smaller in prognostic
simulations. Krug et al. (2015) also showed that undercutting has no effect on the glacier mass balance on annual time scales.
Here, we find that undercutting does affect the stress field significantly near the ice front . It but
its impact on calving depends
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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on
the time scale of calving events. Undercutting increases the surface stress and decreases the bottom stress just like as
in
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::
the case of a shorter ice shelf and thus induces calving in a similar way. However, the influence is only for a short duration
because of the :a ::::::
similar::::
type::
of:::::::
calving.::::
The ::::::::
influence ::
of :::
the :::::
stress ::::
field ::
is :::::::
however ::::
time:::::::::
dependent :::
due::
to:::
the:viscous adjust15

ment of the ice. If :::
ice.:::
In :::
our ::::::::::
simulations,:::
we::::
find::::
that :if: the undercutting is not large enough to produce calving in a short
period of time, :::::
within:about 0.1 yr,::::
then it will have no impact on calving. If it is large and produces calving fast, then we find
that undercutting enhances the propagation of crevasses::::::
calving::::::
occurs ::
on:::::::
shorter ::::
time ::::::
scales, ::::
then ::::::::::
undercutting:::::::::::
significantly
enhances
the process. This conclusion reconciles the results of the previous studies and effectively
reconciles the previous
:::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
studies
because it shows that the impact of undercutting depends on how long the ice shelf front remains undercut before the
:::::::::::::::
next calving .
5

5.1

3D modeling

It would be of interest to generalize the present simulations to a 3D model. We do not think that the results of this study would
be significantly changed, but a 3D model would provide a more realistic context for the model and is eventually needed to
simulate the evolution of TG in the coming decades to centuries. A time
scale of calving events. We conclude that the impact
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of
undercutting will be more significant for fast-moving glaciers with high calving rates than for slow moving glaciers with
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
10

a:::::
low ::::::
calving::::
rate.::
A:::::
high ::::::
calving::::
rate ::::
will ::::
give :::
less:::::
time :::
for :::
the ::::::
glacier ::
to::::::
adjust ::::::::
viscously ::
to:::
the:::::::::::
undercutting::::
than:::
for::
a
slow
calving glacier. As a conjecture, since glaciers with a high calving rate have more impact on the total mass balance, we
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
conclude that undercutting is an important factor in the study of calving dynamics.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

In
this study, the simulations are all conducted in a 2D flowband model with one crevasse propagation event. It would be of
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
interest
to generalize the present simulation to a 3D model would include the impact of the eastern ice shelf, which is buttressed
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
15

by a series of ice rumples (MacGregor et al., 2013). It would also include a more complete geometry of the bed with series of
bumps and hollows. The grounding lines of HO and SSA may be more sensitive to changes in basal melt rate since they can
retreat around subglacial bumps. In addition, the simulation of ice shelf rifts, not considered here but studied elsewhere (e. g.
Larour et al. (2004a)), would provide an additional geometry
with multiple crevasses and a moving ice front. In 3D, a better
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
representation
of the lateral shear and a complete surface/bed geometry will provide a more realistic context for the formation
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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of tabular icebergs from the ice shelves in this region.
Since a FS 3D modeling of TG may not be possible at a high spatial resolution given our current computational constraints,
we recommend a hybrid approach such as the one proposed by Seroussi et al. (2012), which uses FS around the grounding
line region and employs simplified models in the surrounding regions:::::::
models. :::
The:::::::::
simulation::
of::
a :::::
series ::
of ::::::
calving::::::
events ::::
with
a:::::
train:::
of ::::::::
crevasses ::::
over :a::::
long:::::
time :::::
period::::::
would:::::::
provide ::::
more:::::::
realistic:::::::::::
information :::::
about ::::
how :a::::::
glacier::::
will:::::::
respond::
to::
a

25

calving
event in terms of the migration of its grounding line and the evolution of its ice speed.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
6

Conclusions

In this study, we :::
We use a two-dimensional ::::::::
flowband Full-Stokes model to study the grounding line dynamics and :::::::
coupled
with
LEFM theory to model the calving behavior of TG. We show that only FS is able to reproduce steady state conditions
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with basal melt rate similar to those deduced from remote sensing observations and only FS produces significant grounding
5

line migration with enhanced basal melting. With HO and SSA, the grounding line tends to advance from the initial position
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and is insensitive to realistic changes in basal melt rate. The explanation is that ice is pushed below hydrostatic equilibrium in
that region and only FS is able to account for the find
that FS combined with LEFM produces crevasses consistent in width and
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
depth
with observations and is capable of producing calving events. The reason for the propagation of crevasse is the existence
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of
non-hydrostatic conditions. In terms of calving dynamics, we show that FS combined with LEFM theory produces crevasses
::
10

that match observations. We find that the non-hydrostatic conditions of ice near the grounding line significantly facilitate and
explain the formation of deep crevasses. Shorter ice shelves, ice shelves with a significant amount of undercutting and ice
shelves with surface crevasses appear more vulnerable to calving than long ice shelves, with vertical ice front and no surface
crevasse. This work suggests which
is not accounted for in simplified models that assume hydrostatic conditions everywhere
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
on
the ice shelf. We also find that calving is enhanced in the presence of pre-existing surface crevasses, on shorter ice shelves
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

and
if the ice front is undercut. We conclude that it is essential to use FS near the grounding line, to capture the grounding
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
line dynamics correctly and to simulate the propagation of crevasses leading ::::::::
important:::
to :::::::
consider:::
the::::
full :::::
stress::::
field:::
in
the
grounding line region to properly represent the stress field and replicate the conditions conducive to calving eventsmore
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
realistically. :. ::::::
Further::::::
studies:::::
ought::
to:::::::
examine::::
how:::::
these ::::::
results may
vary in a 3D domain with complete modeling of the role
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of
the lateral margins.
::::::::::::::::::
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Table 1. Experiments ::::::::
Experiment:characteristics
Experiment Set

Number of Experiments

Ma ::
A

4 Control melt rate plus additional melt rateMb 4 Steady state melt rate plus additional melt rateCa 11

Current geometry with m

Cb :B:

7

3 m initial surface crevas

Cd :C:

4

2 km ice

Ce :D:

7

:::::::::::

E
::

::

7

4 km ice shelf with 400 m hig
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Figure 1. Velocity map :::
and ::::::
MODIS:::::
image of Thwaites Glacier (TG):, ::::
West ::::::::
Antarctica. a)
Velocity field of TG derived from InSAR with data
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
collected in 2008 (Rignot et al., 2011b). The black contour is the drainage basin of TG. Dashed box is the region of the ::
b) MODIS image ::
of
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

the
dashed box region in Figa)
on Nov. 2a::
01, ::::
2012.:PQ and RS are the flight tracks of echogram ::
the:::::::::
echograms :::::
shown in Fig. 2b and 2c. ::
2.
::::::::::::::::
:::::::
AB is the selected flowline of this study. The green line is the grounding line of TG::
in ::::
2011 ::::::::::::::::
(Rignot et al., 2011a).
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Figure 2. a) MODIS image ::::
Two ::::::::
echograms:of TG on Jan.15, 2013. The green line Thwaites
Glacier (aTG)and dots (b and c) are the
::::::::::::: :::
grounding line positions. ba) Echogram of flight track PQ on Nov.02, 2009. cb)
Echogram of flight track RS on Nov.19, 2011. ::::
2010.:The
:
red solid lines are ice surface elevation measured from::
by:Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) (Krabill,
2014) and the red dashed lines are
:::::::::::
bed elevation calculated from hydrostatic equilibrium. The blue line is lines
are the elevation of ice bottom measured from by
ice radar depth
::::::
::
::::
sounder :::::::::::::
(Gogineni, 2012).:::
The:::::
green :::
dots:::
are ::
the::::::::
grounding:::
line:::::::
positions::
in::::
2011:::::::::::::::::
(Rignot et al., 2011a).
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Figure 3. Geometry of the
selected flowline A-B in Fig. 1 :::
AB and boundary conditions of the model. The ::::
black::::
lines ::
are:::
ice :::::
surface::::::::
elevation,
::::::::
ice
bottom elevation and bed elevation. The red line is the hydrostatic bed calculated from surface elevation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Comparison of lateral drag, longitudinal drag, basal drag and driving stress along flowline A-B over a length scale of 5 km.
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Figure 4. Algorithm for Schematic
of the combination of ISSM and the LEFMmodel. a)
Initial condition, b) Crevasses propagate, c)
::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Crevasses advect downstream, d) Crevasses grow.
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Figure 5. Results
of MISMIP Exp 3. a) Steady
state grounding line positions of MISMIP Exp 3 obtained by ISSM (blue dots) compared
::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with
the FS solution of Elmer/Ice Durand et al. (2009a) (red dots) and Schoof (2007) solution (black curve) (Pattyn et al., 2012). The gray
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Friction coefficient (Pa.s/m)1/2

arrow
shows the sequence of ice rheology perturbation at each step. b) Steady state profile at each step obtained by ISSM
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Figure 6. Inversion
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(FS,:::
HO::::
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Comparison of modeled surface
velocity and observed surface velocity for
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Figure 7. a) Basal melt rate required to achieve steady state solution at current Crevasse
propagation with the initial geometry for all three
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
models::
of ::::::
flowline:::
AB. ba)
Flowline geometry Crevasse
propagation of all three models at :::
Exp.:::::::
A1–A11::::
with :::
FS. ::::
Each ::::
color :::::::::
corresponds ::
to
:
:::::::::::::::
one
initial crevasse position, indicated by the end of the simulations::::::
number. Black The
solid lines are the current observed geometryshape
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::
::::
of
final crevasses. Evolution :::
The :::::
dotted::::
lines :::
are ::
the::::::::
evolution of flowline geometry ::
the:::
tips:of Expbottom
crevasses. Ma1–Ma4. a) Basal
:::::::::::::
::::::::::::
melt rate for each experiment. b) Final geometry Details
of FS experiments::
the::::::::
grounding::::
line :::::
region :::
for :::
Exp. c) Final geometry of HO
::::::
experimentsA1-A7.
d) Final The
black lines are the initial geometry of SSA experimentsfor
ice surface, ice bottom and seafloor.
:::::
:::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Evolution of flowline geometry for Exp. Mb1–Mb4. Upper panels are the basal melt rate for each experiment and lower panels are the final
geometry profiles for FS, HO and SSA, respectively. Crevasse propagation of Exp. Ca1–Ca11 with FS. Each color corresponds to one initial
crevasse position, indicated by the number. The solid lines are final crevasse shape and the dotted lines are the evolution of the tip of bottom
crevasses.
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Figure 8. Crevasse propagation in the grounding line region with
varying initial geometry. In each panel, dashed solid
lines are the final
:::::::::::::::::::::
::::
crevasses shape from the initial geometry (Exp. Ca1–Ca11). Solid lines are of
final crevasses shape with a) 3 m initial surface crevasse 4:
::
km
long ice shelf (Exp. Cb1–Cb7B1–B7),
b) 4 2:km long
ice shelf (Exp. Cc1–Cc7:::::
C1–C3), c) 2 km ice shelf 3:::
m ::::
deep, :::
100::
m::::
wide:::::
initial
:::::::::::::
:::::
::::
surface
crevasse (Exp. Cd1–Cd3::::::
D1–D7):, and d) 4 km long
ice shelf with a 400 m wide and 400 m high undercutting undercut
ice front (Exp.
::::::::::::
::::
::::::
Ce1–Ce7E1–E7).
The grey black
lines in b, c and d are the initial
geometry for ice front positions::::::
surface, ::
ice::::::
bottom :::
and::::::
seafloor.
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::::
::::::::::::::
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